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How can a Company founded 50 years ago be immature?
How can one founded this decade be mature?
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How can a 
Company 
founded this 
decade be 
mature?

How can one founded 50 
years ago be immature?



”Of course we are 
a team working for 
the same goals.”

Look how each 
team member has 
his or her own 
perspective and 
set of priorities 

Think how easy it is 
to fix the problems 
in one area and 
create new 
problems in other 
areas



Henry Ford:
• Coming together is a 

beginning.
• Keeping together is 

progress.
• Working together is 

success.
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Value creation 
will always be 

your first line of 
defense against 

business failure
Gregory V. Diehl



Importance of Value Streams



Value-orientated Balanced Scorecard
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Views on 
Maturity



What does maturity look like?

Tasks & Activities are:
Defined & Effective
Managed & Measured
Shared & Controlled



What does maturity look like?

Capabilities are:
Defined & Relevant
Measured & Reviewed
Linked to:
Value Streams
Organization Strategy





Methodology 
Weaknesses
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‘FINAL STATE.” 
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Methodology 
Weaknesses

• The Fifth step is not a 
‘FINAL STATE.” 

• The route to maturity is not 
a 5-step progression

• Maturity Models easily 
become obsolete



Level 1 Maturity

 Fire-fighting management
 Dependent on individual flair

 Goals and Objectives
 Either non-existent or, if the do exist 

they are not widely shared

 Culture
 Un-addressed

 Processes
 None in place

 Technology
 Unaligned with the business

 Governance
 unrecognizable



Level 2 Maturity

 Work Unit Management
 Exploratory

 Goals and Objectives
 Considered and reviewed

 Culture
 Openness discussed
 Change Management Plans discussed

 Processes
 Workflows reviewed

 Technology
 Identified

 Governance
 Need is recognized



Level 3 Maturity

 Process Management

 Defined

 Goals and Objectives
 Metrics defined and communicated

 Culture
 Quality is defined and shared

 change strategy developed

 executive sponsorship secured

 Processes
 Plans defined

 workflows designed

 Technology
 Training program in place

 upgrades plan

 Governance
 Oversight team formed

 risks assessed



Level 4 Maturity

 Value Stream Management

 Adoptive

 Goals and Objectives
 Enacted

 metrics continually measured

 Culture
 Roles communicated

 change management strategy implemented

 Processes
 Plan executed 

 workflows integrated

 Technology
 Training program in place

 upgrades plan

 Governance
 Policies and guidelines in place

 oversight team being prepared



Level 5 Maturity

 Change Management

 Agile

 Goals and Objectives
 Continually involving

 vision – direction aligned

 employees engaged with value 
propositions

 Culture
 Continuous openness

 executive sponsorship

 Processes
 Modeled and deployed

 linked to organization assets

 areas of improvement assessed

 Technology
 Focused on value streams

 continuous training

 high levels integration

 Governance
 Activity based auditing

 Policies and guidelines freely available



Level 5 Maturity – How do we validate?

 Change Management

 Agile

 Goals and Objectives
 Continually involving

 vision – direction aligned

 employees engaged with value 
propositions

 Culture
 Continuous openness

 executive sponsorship

 Processes
 Modeled and deployed

 linked to organization assets

 areas of improvement assessed

 Technology
 Focused on value streams

 continuous training

 high levels integration

 Governance
 Activity based auditing

 Policies and guidelines freely available
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Enterprise 
Mapping

WHERE TO START?



Example: 
A Large Health Care Insurance Company

Departmental Process 
Management
 Visio

 PowerPoint

Lead Indicators
 Uncertainty about activity costs

 Regional differences in process

 Regulatory reporting time consuming 
& expensive

 Moderate customer satisfaction

 Moderate employee satisfaction



Envision®

• Business Process Management 
(BPMN 2.0)

• IT Portfolio Management
• Data Architecture
• Business Capability Mapping
• Enterprise Architecture
• UML

Relevant Functionality at time of purchase
In order of priority



Envision Deployment

 Business Process Management

 Then links to:

 Data management

 Systems



Envision Deployment



Envision Deployment



Level 5 Achieved

 Goals and Objectives
 Continually involving

 vision – direction aligned

 employees engaged with value 
propositions

 Culture
 Continuous openness

 executive sponsorship

 Processes
 Modelled and deployed

 linked to organization assets

 areas of improvement assessed

 Technology
 Focused on value streams

 continuous training

 high levels integration

 Governance
 Activity based auditing

 Policies and guidelines freely available



Lets look at an Example



Process maturity
Capability Maturity

A prerequisite for agile projects - our case



• COVID19

• public transport curtailed -
particularly air travel

• lockdowns - many 
employees urged to work 
from home

• furlough - many employees 
laid off with partial pay

• US President impeachment

• Stock market crash

• Oil and gas prices plummet What a 
year!



Agility

I came to the conclusion
long ago that limits to 
innovation have less to do 
with technology or creativity 
than organizational agility. 
Inspired individuals can only 
do so much.

Ray Stata





Directors





Level 5 – An Innovating Organization

Business knowledge is securely delivered to 
the point of need across the whole 
organization



Level 5 – An Innovating Organization

• A Business Object Repository holds
• Past, present & planned 

• Processes
• Capabilities
• Systems, apps, & infrastructure
• Resources 
• Policies and guidelines
•

• Enterprise IP is tightly controlled by C-Suite Users



Level 5 – An Innovating Organization

Envision models provides:
• a common framework and language to help all parts of 

the organization communicate
• allows the organization to capture years of experience 

and expertise
• helps users see the big picture was focusing specifically on 

departmental incremental improvements
• delivers "how-to" guides to agents and employees and 

facilitates training



Level 5 – An Innovating Organization

Continuous improvement is now possible based 
on stable processes, defined capabilities, and 
business focused technology.

A value-stream perspective on all models-
processes, systems, capabilities, functional 
organization places focus and priority on 
improving core processes that generate revenue.



Level 5 – An Innovating Organization

Continuous improvement is now possible based 
on stable processes, defined capabilities, and 
business focused technology.

A value-stream perspective on all models-
processes, systems, capabilities, functional 
organization places focus and priority on 
improving core processes that generate revenue.

“All we are doing is looking at the 
timeline, from the moment the customer 
gives us an order to the point when we 
collect the cash. And we are reducing 
the timeline by reducing non-value 
adding wastes.” 

Taiichi Ohno - Toyota Manufacturing



Level 5 – An Innovating Organization

Organizations with a shared business object repository 
have:

 shared purpose 
 focus on value streams
 hands-on Governance
 robust communities of practice
 information transparency
 continuous learning
 action oriented decision-making
 standardized ways of working
 ability to experiment and to implement change

“All we are doing is looking at the 
timeline, from the moment the customer 
gives us an order to the point when we 
collect the cash. And we are reducing 
the timeline by reducing non-value 
adding wastes.” 

Taiichi Ohno - Toyota Manufacturing



The key benefit of creating a 
single business object 
repository?

Well,  According to one of 
our customers……



“The Repository has become 
our

Single Source of Truth…”

“Trusted across the 
Enterprise.”



A Shared Business Object Repository
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Contact Slide

 Rob Allen rob.allen@future-tech.com
 Lisa Cates lisa.cates@future-tech.com

Future Tech System Inc
21618 Quiet Water Loop
Lake Tapps
WA 98391
USA

www.future-tech.com

Phone: 253 939 7552
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